For Aristocrat and VGT, at G2E 2017 It’s All About What’s Inside
LAS VEGAS (September 18, 2017) – “Every element. Every innovation. Everything we have.” That’s what
Aristocrat and VGT bring to their customers, and at G2E 2017, the companies will show the gaming industry
that it is truly all about what’s inside.
“It’s about hardware, systems solutions, artistry – it’s all those elements coming together in a strong design
philosophy. That has been at the center of what we bring to our customers, and that is how we have helped
them succeed,” said Aristocrat Managing Director of the Americas Matt Wilson. “Now, at G2E, we will present
a deep and broad portfolio of products that gives our customers an integrated experience and allows them to
speak to every type of player.”
In booth #1141, Aristocrat and VGT will show more of what works for their customers and their players, such
as new titles with globally popular themes, the rock-solid Oasis 360™ gaming systems solution, leading-edge
cabinets to transform the floor, and the new breakthrough OVATION™ product line.
Aristocrat’s best titles take a step up in Aristocrat’s new RELM XL™ reel spinner cabinet. Building on the success
of the RELM™ cabinet, RELM XL features a dynamic topper wheel, a range of denominations to cover the floor,
and games players love, such as the Buffalo™ and Britney™ game themes, to make it the hottest spin in stepper
entertainment.
Aristocrat’s popular RELM™ cabinet is expanding with thrilling extensions of the Burning Spins™ and Forever
Free™ game brands; new brands for the low and high denom space; and new Asia-themed games from the
popular Lucky Destiny™ and Fortune Prosperity™ themes.
Aristocrat’s Arc Single™ cabinet entertains with titles including the global sensation Dragon Link™ game theme,
which was recently named to Casino Journal’s list of the Top 20 Most Innovative Products for 2016.
Aristocrat’s elegant and sleek flame55™ cabinet entertains players with 55 inches of curved screen wonder.
Aristocrat’s royally successful Game of Thrones™ slot game is back in an all-new version created specifically for
flame55. Also appearing on flame55 is the Mariah Carey™ game theme, and a new version of the acclaimed Tim
McGraw™ slot game. Additionally, Aristocrat will debut a completely new, globally recognized license on the
cabinet at G2E.
Aristocrat’s The Walking Dead™ slot game is one of the most successful franchises in the company’s history,
and now The Walking Dead™ 3 slot game presents all-new thrills and chills in Aristocrat’s new EdgeX™ cabinet.
Aristocrat will also premiere two earth-shattering pop culture licensed titles on the cabinet at G2E.
The fun and entertainment on Aristocrat’s Arc Double™ cabinet includes all-new X Files™ and Tarzan™ games
created just for Arc Double, a rocking party licensed title to be revealed at G2E, and titles such as My Cousin
Vinny™ and The Big Lebowski™.
The Helix™ cabinet will showcase game titles including the award-winning Lightning Link™, and the Wonder
Wheels™ cabinet will feature the Candyland™ game theme, and the Wonder Wheels™ Cashman™ game theme.
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Aristocrat’s award-winning Oasis 360™ casino management system is now stronger than ever with a new suite
of products called Oasis Loyalty™, which won the platinum award at the 2017 GameChangers Marketing
Awards at Casino Marketing & Technology Conference. This premier loyalty solution showcases Aristocrat’s
customer-centric perspective, as it works to increase efficiencies across its customer’s gaming floors. Aristocrat
will introduce and demonstrate new products to help manage and more efficiently operate casinos of every
size. Aristocrat will introduce a new mobile enrollment product (EnrollMix™), a new mobile Slot Dispatch
system (FloorFocus™) and continued enhancements to the ONE LINK™ media/progressive system. Aristocrat
will continue to focus and build products to make the casino more efficient, and better serve its customers in
creating a winning atmosphere in any sized casino where Aristocrat products are used.
VGT will exhibit alongside Aristocrat at G2E. Wilson said, “For us, bringing together Aristocrat and VGT was a
marriage of capabilities and complementary skill sets with core values, and we see that manifest itself in many
exciting ways, including the RELM™ stepper cabinet and the new OVATION™ video game platform for Class II.”
The landmark OVATION™ Class II gaming platform brings player-favorite Aristocrat content to the Class II space,
combining market-proven brands with field-proven math models. First, VGT will show its new Class II version
of Buffalo Gold™ in the Arc Single™ cabinet. This configuration combines the player-favorite Buffalo Gold brand
with VGT’s Class II game play for a fun new experience.
Other OVATION games appear in Aristocrat’s innovative Helix+™ cabinet, which has been lauded by operators
for its look, performance, and ease of maintenance. The OVATION platform and its games are backed by VGT’s
superior service model.
At G2E, VGT will show the OVATION line featuring Aristocrat player-favorite game titles including Electric
Boogaloo™, Golden Peach™, Golden Zodiac™, Journey of Fire™, Spirit of the Fox™, 8 Wishes™, Rocket Riches™
and Wild Texa’Coins™, among many others.
Discover what’s inside at Aristocrat’s and VGT’s booth #1141 at G2E.
About Aristocrat
Aristocrat Technologies Inc. is a subsidiary of Aristocrat Leisure Limited (ASX: ALL), a leading global provider of
land-based and online gaming solutions. The Company is licensed by more than 200 regulators and its products
and services are available in more than 90 countries around the world. Aristocrat offers a diverse range of
products and services including electronic gaming machines and casino management systems. For further
information, visit the company’s website at www.aristocrat-us.com.
About Video Gaming Technologies, Inc.
VGT—An Aristocrat Company is the leading designer/manufacturer/distributor of Class II games for Native
American casinos and emerging markets. The company is headquartered in Franklin, Tenn., with a
manufacturing facility in Tulsa, Okla., and design studios throughout the country. The VGT difference provides
customers with exciting game titles that generate intense player loyalty, record-setting gaming revenues, the
assurance of reliability and unmatched customer service. Visit www.vgt.net.
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